This past academic year has not seen any requests from the Faculty Senate for the services of the CATA (the first time in memory that this has been the case). As is the custom, our Committee convenes as needed. Hence, no formal meetings of CATA were held this past academic year.

The Chair did confer with Deborah Howe concerning the Faculty Senate bylaws at these pertain to CATA’s purpose and activities. No other Committee business was transacted.

The membership of the Committee is as follows:

The following four members were reappointed** to the committee for 2nd term:

1. Harold Klein (chair), FSBM, 1-8883, klein@temple.edu, '17**
2. Jeffrey Solow, BCMD, 1-8025, jsolow@temple.edu, '17**
3. Jin Jun Luo, TUSM, 2-3040, jin.jun.luo@temple.edu, '17**
4. Robert Raffa, Pharm, 2-4976, robert.raffa@temple.edu, '17**
5. Laurie Friedman, CPH, 1-8779, laurie.friedman@temple.edu, '17
6. Rafael A. Porrata-Doria (Law), porrata1@temple.edu, '16
7. Parsaoran Hutapea, Engr., 1-7805, hutapea@temple.edu, '15

Thanks,

Harold Klein
Chair